Making Connections – Word Scramble

This activity is for kids between 7-13 years old. It can be done in the visiting area or through the mail. The idea of this game is to unscramble the words given. You can use the back to scramble more words.

What to do:
1) First pick a word, for example, ‘apple’.
2) Next, mix the letters up. If the word is ‘apple’, you could write ‘plaep’.
3) Then, the person will have to guess what the word is. You could also write clues next to the word to help them.

Unscramble the words!

Iniecp (this is something you write with)
Answer: pencil

argpe (this is a fruit that is purple)
Answer: grape

okbo (this is something you read)
Answer: book

sgaslse (this is something you wear to see better)
Answer: glasses
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